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N
ot many hotels can boast a river running

through its estate, but then not many places can

offer what the Casa Rural Torre do Rio can

offer:  a 10,000 m² area of 'Outstanding Natural

Beauty', a title officially granted, where the Umia river flows

through the gardens of the house with a magically soothing,

aestheticcalmness. It’s name comes from the fact that it is

located 1km away from the thermal village of Caldas de Reis,

Torre do Río a place where time seems to have stopped in

Pontevedra, Galicia. Ifyou desire  peace wrapped in luxury then

Torre do Rio is the perfect location - a secluded escape from

daily routines, the noises and the rush of the city. The estate

itself has been restored from the ruins of an ancient textile

manufacturing building dating back to the 18th century and

reopened as a Country House Hotel entwined in charm, natural

beauty and attention to detail. The house accommodates 10

spacious double rooms, each impeccably decorated with details

and furnishings in the Galician traditional style of the houses

and pazos (stately homes) of the early 20th century, with all the

luxuries of modern facilities. Amazingly every room looks onto

the garden and the Umia river.With so much space the Torre do

Rio has literally dozens of little hideaways and sheltered areas

to enjoy a drink or read a book in the lounge, gallery or library.

In their garden you can spend unforgettable moments with

viewpoints over the river, particularly from their wooden bridge.

There is also a place with simply amazing views, visit and

discover for yourself! Nearby are the Roman bridges and the

spectacular waterfall on the Umia River, and only 1km away is

the traditional Spa town of Caldas. Torre do Rio offers packages

for you to relax, unwind and be pampered at Cuntis Spa. This

natural spa, the biggest thermal complex in Galica, features 3

pools with 100% thermal water, more than 40 individual treat-

ment rooms, 9 steam heaters and 2 gyms, among other facilities.

Romantic or Gastronomy packages are also on offer. Share an

unforgettable weekend with your partner with champagne,

breakfast in bed, fresh flowers.....because your'e worth it!

Experience Nature and Relax
THE RIVER, THE MOUNTAINS ... A VERY SHORT DISTANCE FROM YOUR ROOM
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